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2,742,005 
SLITP-LASTED SHOE SEWING MACHINES 

Edward Quinn, Saugus, Mass, assignor to United Shoe 
Machinery Corporation, Flemington, N. 1., a corpora 
tion of New Jersey ‘ . 

Application May 11, 1953, Serial No. 353,997 
13 Claims. (Cl. 112--36) 

This invention relates to improvementsin machines for 
sewing together the. parts of a slip-lasted shoe while the 
edges of its parts are being brought progressively into 
register, the entire upper-of the shoe being given a rough 
shoe formation at the same time. An example of a ma 
chine for performing this type of work is disclosed in 
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20 
United States Letters Patent No. 2,695,579, granted No~ _ 
vember 30, 1954, on an application ?led in the name of 
Ralph E. Pearsall. ' 
The usual practice in the manufacture of a slip-lasted 

shoe includes the provision of a ?at blank upper cut with 
an accurate pattern designed to form a shoe when its edges 
are brought into register with those of an unchanneled 
blank of relatively thin ?exible woven sheet “material 
shaped to ‘correspond with the sole of the shoe. in bring 
ing theedges of the parts into register some force is 
required to overcome the resistance offered by' the mate 
rial operated upon against deforming it from its, natural 
?at condition. Considerable force and skill “are required 
in sewing together the shoe-parts while operating along 
the abrupt curvature at the toe of a shoe. v Great. diffi 
culty often is encountered in sewing the inside shank por 
“lion of a high-arch woman’s shoe. 
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, A desirable type of lock stitch sewing machine for use . 
in the manufacture of slip lasted shoes is a commercially 
available straight needle machine having a vertical work 
supporting post. The ‘post hastmounted at its upper end 
a shuttle rotating about an axis at right angles to the'work 
supporting surface on the post, the lock stitch form of 
seam being necessary to reduce the bulk of exposed thread 
in a seam to a minimum, especially when a platform 
cover or wrapper strip or its equivalent enter into the 
construction. . 

An important advantage of a vertical post type lock 
‘stitch machine is in the arrangement of the shuttle, the 
‘work supporting and clamping members on the post. The 
post also provides at its left side a vertical clearance drop 
of a depth greater than the side height of a shoe upper 
:so that no interference is met during angular positioning 
movements of the deformed shoe parts. .Such clearance 
‘drop is essential where accurate register of the shoe parts 
is necessary andwhere a relative elongation or compres 
sion along the edges of theparts is to be avoided. 

For convenience in manufacture, and for facility in 
‘exact adjustment of the parts about the operating ‘point 
in a post typelock stitch sewing machine?he post is con 
structed in two parts in the form of brackets independ 
ently mounted onra ‘?at bed portion of a main machine 
frame. One bracket provides means for mounting bear 

and the other bracket provides mounting means for a 
work supporting and clamping surface and for a four 
motion feed dog having a close ?tting eye through which 
the needle passes after penetrating the work, the eye pro~ 
viding an accurate guide for the needle beneath the‘work. 
The needle itself is supported for reciprocation in an over 
hanging arm forrn'ing apart ‘of the main machine frame. 
The length of the arm and the accuracy required in‘ lining 
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‘ ings for the shuttle and fora thread case actuating ringer ‘ 
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up the needle with the guide eye in the feed dog necessi 
tates, for machine assembly purposes, a ' conveniently 
adjustable connection between the work support bracket 
and the main frame. The shuttle bracket also is adjust 
able .on the main frame, independently of the work sup 
port bracket to enable positioning the beak of the shuttle 
where it will enter with certainty} into each loop of thread 
carried through the work by the ‘needle, the shuttle beak 
passing as close as possible to the needle in entering each 
loop of needle thread. . 

V For preventing release of the shoe parts in the machine 
during sewing, and for assisting the feed, this type‘ of 
machine as constructed without the Pearsall invention is 
provided with two alternately acting work clamps. 

The work clamps comprise the work support and a 
nonfeeding presser foot on the one hand and the feed dog 
and a feeding presser foot on the other hand. The or 
dinary arrangements of these clamps are such that the 
nonfeeding one engages the work along the left side of the 
sewing point while the feeding one engages the work at a 
location immediately surrounding the sewing point. The 
prior stationary nonfeeding work clamp engages such a 
span of clamped work surface along the work support 
lengthwise of the line of the seam and such a projection 
transversely of the seam line that effective shoe sewing 
operations are rendered difficult. ’ 
To reduce the lengthwise span of the work clamps or 

the vtransverse projection, the illustrated, machine iscon 
structed with a stationary nonfeeding work, clamp having - 
its7work ‘engaging surfaces limited with respect ‘to the 
direction of feed to a gripping areav on the work in ad~. 
Vance only, of the work feeding clamp, and both clamps 
are arranged to engage the workuserially in the line of 
the seam as disclosed in the Pearsall patent, instead of 
extending beyond the sewing point or projecting trans~~ 
versely of it to the left as heretofore. Even with this 
limitation of clamping area in advance only of the sewing 
point a sharply curved section of a shoe engaged by work 
supporting surface on a post type machine still has too 
short a radius of curvature'for easy natural feeding and 
positioning movements required for effectively sewing a 
high-arch slip-lasted shoe. Also, the force required to 
deform the material operated upon from its natural ?at 
condition is so great that even the reduced span of grip 
ping area along the work support is insu?icient to prevent 
elongation and relative contraction between the parts of 
a shoe in advance of the sewing point, so that the parts 
still remain excessively stressed with relation to each other 
while being sewn together and, accordingly, are distorted 
in certain sections along their edges after sewing. While 
distorted sections frequently can be smoothed by hot iron 
ing and pressure the incidence of crippled shoes and the 
requirements for repairing crippled shoes from this cause 
have always resulted in serious losses to’the manufacturers ' 
of such shoes. ~ ‘ I p ' 

The difficulties above noted are greatly increased 
where an attempt is made to sew a slip-lasted shoe ‘upper 
to a sock lining in a high-arch shoewith a platform sole 
attached to the sock lining before the‘ sewing operation 
is ‘started. In this circumstance the platform sole is ‘used 
as a guide for shaping both the seam and the resulting 
shoe but its added stiffness increases the resistance of 
fered by’ the sock lining against deformation from'its 
natural flat condition to such an ‘extent that no sewing 
machine heretofore constructed has been demonstrated 
as being capable of sewing such shoe satisfactorily and 
with uniformly acceptable results. 
The objects of the present invention are to provide a 

shoe-sewing machine of the double clamp and feed type 
referred to, on which a high-arch ‘slip-lasted shoe may 
be sewed with more eifective and uniform. results and 
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with less effort and skill on the part of the operator than 
has been required heretofore. - 

Another object of the invention is to provide a post 
typeo-machinefor sewing theaparts of a high-arch slip 
lasted shoe in whicha platform sole-is attached to a 
‘sock-lining before sewing, with the use of which ma 
chine the incidence of cripples and shoe repair require 
merits are negligible. »A still further object. is to provide 
a'v shoe sewing machine of the type referred to which is 
more readily adjustable for the‘purposes intended and 
more durable in use than prior machines of the same 
type. 
“The illustrated embodiment of the present invention 

comprises a post type, straight needle, lock stitch sewing 
‘machine for uniting the registering edges of a shoe up 
per and a sole member ‘unsupported on a last, which 
machine overcomes all the objections and ditiiculties 
enumerated above, _particularly in the provision of a 
horizontal'wo'rk ‘gripping abutment at the upper end of 
‘its work supporting post, comprising one member in one 
of apair of clamps, the abutment’ having a horizontal 
portion engaging the sewed section of the ‘work beyond 
‘the needle and being formed with a work engaging span 
along the seam ‘line beyond the needle of less'than one 
.quarter of an inch and with an- abrupt drop of a depth 
greater than the side height of the shoe upper operated 
upon at the end of the span vbeyond the needle to clear 
the downwardly curving sections of the shoe parts in 
order that the shoe parts being operated upon may ?ex 
away from each other readily with an angular forma 
tion :during sewing, the parts hinging about the sewed 
portion of the seam. With this feature of the invention 
‘the ‘abutment has ashoe-engaging projection extending 
transversely of the seam line a distance of less than one 
e'ighth of an inch. As illustrated the abutment surface 
his a' total length of work engaging span, both in ad 
‘vance of and beyond the sewing‘point of the needle of 
l'ess’than' one-half of an inch so that the smallest radius 
of curvature through'which the edges of the parts are 
‘l-ie'nt‘rnay be readily accommodated in the smallest, size 
of‘shoe to be made with a high arch. 
The reduction in shoe engaging span and of transverse 

projection of the work supporting post is accomplished, 
"in accordance with the invention, by changing the con 
"struction ‘in a unique'manner ‘at the upper end of the 
"work supporting and clamping bracket‘while retaining 
the shuttle mounting bracket without modi?cation, thus 

"preserving- all of ‘the essential adjustment requirements 
‘in the machine so that'effective'tsewingoperations may 
‘bep'erformed while the structural design-of'the machine 
remains in compliance with mass production and manu 
facturing‘ requirements. 

These'ia'nd other'features 'of'the invent-ion,-‘as herein 
Tafter described and‘ claimed, will readily be apparent 
from the followingdetailed speci?cation taken-in con 
nection while the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. l is a view in left side elevation, partly in section, 
with a front cover removed, ‘of a post type shoe sewing 
machine embodying features of the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a view in front'elevation of portions of the 
overhanging arm and bed plate on the work supporting 
post of the machinershown in Fig. l, certain parts being 
shown insection; 

Fig. 3 is a view in left side elevation on an enlarged 
scale of the post and other work engaging members in 

v the machine, parts of a shoe being shown in section at 
operating position; , 

Fig. 4 is a view in front elevation of the same mem 
‘bers‘broken away and shown in section to disclose the 
underlying construction; 

‘Fig; 5' is a plan view of'the work supporting ‘post with 
the shuttle cover removed; 
‘Fig. 6 is a separated view in left side elevation of the 

work supporting bracket and end'covers for-the post; 
Fig. 7' is a plan'vi'ew of the work- supporting bracket 

in'the post; 
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Fig. 8 is a detail view in front elevation of the upper 
portion of the work ‘supporting‘bracket shown"in“Fig.'"7; 

Fig. 9 is a detail view in left side elevation of a V‘ 
shaped frame employed on the work supporting bracket; 

Fig. 10 is a sectional detail view taken along the line 
X—X of Fig. 6 showing the arrangement of the work 
supporting V-frame and~the=ilfeed dog; 

Fig. 11 is-a detail view at the toe portion ofa shoe on 
which the machine is intended to operate; 

Fig. 12 is an enlargedadetail view, .__partly=in:s€€tion, 
showing the manner‘ofoperation whileguidiug. the ‘shoe 
whose toe is illustrated in Fig. 11; ' 

Fig. 13 is a sectional plan view taken. along the line 
XIII-XIII of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 14 is a sectional detailview. taken along the line 
XiV—XIV of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 15 is a further sectional detail view in right side 
elevation of an edge gage, as seen from the line XV— 
XV of-Fig. 14; 
.Fig. 16‘ is'a view; in ‘right side elevation of‘the lower 

portion of, a modi?e'd'form‘of ‘adjustable work ‘clamping 
presser foot; 
"Fig. l7~is a'sectional detail view as seen from the line 
XVII-XVII offFig. 16; 

Fig. 18 is a detail view in'front elevation vof the ad 
justible work clamping‘presser foot; 

Fig. 19 is a plan view on. an enlarged scale of ‘the 
adjustable work clamping presser'foot; 

Fig. 20 is a'perspective view of the parts surrounding 
the sewing point in a, machine having a conventional 
work support‘post and work feeding andgripping clamps 
modi?ed in accordance with‘the‘Pearsall invention; 

‘Fig. 21 is ‘a perspective. view on a somewhat reduced 
‘scale showing a'right shoe ‘being operated upon in the 
Pearsall machine; 

Fig. 22 is‘ a perspective view of'the same machine indi 
eating, a difficulty encountered while‘ sewing ‘along ~the 
shank 'of a right high-arch ‘shoe; 

‘Fig. 23 is a further perspective view looking fromthe 
right side 'of' the sewing point showing'the cause ofthe 
di?iculty indicatedin Fig. 22; 
‘Fig. 24 is a sectional view of'a completely sewn light 

shoe onthe machine having a conventional worksupport 
ing post shown in Figs. 20 to 23 inclusive, the'shoe being 
illustrated in section passing through the shank of the shoe 
and viewed in the direction of the toe; 

Fig. 25 is a view of‘ the same right shoe after a last has 

been inserted; 
Fig. 26 is a perspective view of the machine parts illus 

trated in Fig. 20 showing the manner of operation on a 
left high-arch shoe; 

‘Fig. 27 is a sectional detail view, partly broken away, 
of the left shoe shown in Fig. 26 as viewed from the line 
XXVII—XXVII; 

Fig. .28 is a perspective view of-the upperend oftthe 
present improved work support, post corresponding in 
angular position toy that of the conventional post of Fig. 
20, together with work'clamps similar to those of the Pear 
sall invention; 

Fig‘. 29 is a perspective view looking fromtheleft of the 
sewing point in the machine of the present invention while 
operating upon theshankof a right high-arch shoe; 

Fig. 30 is a- sectionaldetail view of the right shoe shown 
7 in Fig. 29 taken along aline, running across the shank of 
the shoe to- illustrate the improvement ‘in construction 
over that in the-shoe shown in Fig. 24; and 

Fig. 31 is a perspective view ofthe work supporting post 
and operating, devicesinthe improved machine‘ illustrating 

1 the manner of operationon a left high—arch shoe. 
‘ The‘ apparatus illustrated-in‘ thedrawings is‘ a, straight 
needle lock stitch sewing machine with eye-pointed needle. 

, double clamp and feed. and, a<post .type. work support 
> adapted for-operation upon-the,maITgiIIHLPOI‘tiOHS of a 
slip-lasted shoe ‘composed of .?eXible material. cut to, a 
carefully designed pattern inr?at blank-form to provide a 
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con?guration of-a shoe when the edges of the blank parts 
are brought into registering relationship. During opera 
tion of the machine the edges of the parts are manipulated 
by the operator progressively just in advance of'the sew 
ing point to bring them into register for progressive per 
manent attachment. The machine is characterized by an 
unusual ease with which shoe parts are manipulated during 
‘sewing with better results than those obtainable with prior 
machines. While operating upon the edges of the parts 
in a conventional form of slip-lasted shoe, the machine 
demonstrates its advantages, and more particularly, while 
‘sewing the type of shoe identi?ed in Fig. 12 of United 
States Letters Patent No. 2,425,420, granted August 12, 
1947, and in No. 2,546,152, granted March 27, 1951, upon 
application of J. D. Chandler. > ' 

The shoe disclosed in Patent No. 2,546,152 is of the 
type in which a sock lining has attached to it a pre-cut 
platform sole of smaller size than the sock lining and the 
upper is secured to the sock lining by a seam running 
along outside the edge of the platform sole and passing 
through the sock lining and upper only, without including 
the platform sole in the seam. This type of shoe construc 
tion is desirable because it enables the edge of the plat~ 
form sole to be employed as a guiding surface for the 
seam. ' The platform sole being relatively stiff, serves in 
maintaining the resulting shoe in accurate conformity with 
‘the outline of the sole‘and avoids the necessity of a sub 
sequent operation for individually ?tting the platform sole 
to an irregular outline of a seam connecting the upperto 
the sock lining. _ . 

I The, con?guration of the Chandler, shoe is to a large 
‘degree determined with respect to its uniformity in con 

" tour aud’appearance, upon the manner of guiding and 
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positioning the parts during the‘processof sewing their. ; 
edges together.‘ For producing ‘the best results the parts ‘-~ 
of the shoe are strained during the sewing operatiodto 
introduce into each part a stress equal to that introduced 

‘ into the other part and in so doing the shoe must be 
twisted and deformed as the operation progresses, par-. 
ticularly along those sections of the shoe beyond the sew 
ing point which are secured together by the completed 
stitches of the seam. In advance of the sewing point, the 
parts being still disconnected, the twisting and deforming 

_ movements need not be so pronounced. If the-strain in 
theshoe upper is greater than that in the sock lining, 
excessive deformation is evidenced by localized wrinkles. 
These wrinkles require special treatment to remove, and 
frequently result in second grade or crippled shoes. In 
many instances wrinkles may be removed by heat and 
pressure but in so doing there is danger of weakening the 
construction to an extent such that dif?culties are met dur 
ing subsequent manufacturing operations and'the dura 
bility of the completed shoe may seriously be impaired. 

Proper twisting 'and'deforrning movements of a slip 
lasted shoe during sewing operations is particularly im 
portant when operating upon high-arch shoes having 

'7 abrupt lengthwise curvatures along their edges, it being 
necessary to provide su?icient‘clearances about the op 
erating ‘point of the machine for movements'of the curved 
edges. The machine ‘of the Pearsall patent provides an 
improved construction for sewing slip-lasted ‘shoes with 
a lock stitch seam by reducing the clamped section along 
a seam connecting the edges of shoe parts beyond the sew 

. ing point. The bene?t obtained in the Pearsallmachine is 
most pronounced along the toe portion of a shoe where the 
greatest curvatures of the edges occur. With a high-arch 

. shoe having curvatures of short radius along their inside 
shank portions, the ‘length of'the clamped section at the 
sewing point must not only be reduced but also substantial 
clearances equal to the side height of their uppers are 
needed to permit the parts of the shoe to assume their nat~ 
ural curvatures with equally distributed stress between 
them. Furthermore, the sock lining of the Chandler shoe 
having already attached to it a pre-cut platform sole is 
substantially‘ stiffer than the upper so that a greater amount - 
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of force must be applied to the upper than to the platform 
sole during the sewing operation. Accordingly, the. shoe 
is not presented to the machine with the upper projecting 
upwardly from the work support, as illustrated in the 
Pearsall patent where the sock lining is not reinforced by 
a platform sole, but the shoe during the illustrated sewing 
operation projects with the major portion of its upper 
extending downwardly from the level of the work support, 
this being the natural relationship of the shoe parts while 
being brought into register in the machine. For this rea 
son the work clamps below as well as those above the work 
must have a limited span in the direction of work feed. 

Referring more particularly to Fig. 20' of ‘the draw 
ings, the parts surrounding the sewing point and corre 
sponding to those of the Pearsall machine are illustrated 
as including an eye-pointed needle 2, a stationary work 
support plate 4, forming one member of a nonfeeding 
clamp and being secured to a work support bracket 6, a 
nonfeeding presser foot 8 forming the other member of 
the nonfeeding clamp and engaging the Work support plate 
4 alongthe line of feed in advance of the sewing point 
and a work feeding presser foot 10 forming a member of 
a feed clamp and acting to grip the work against a feed 
dog 12 moving in unison therewith and extending through 
a slot in the work support plate. The gripping and feed 
ing clamps are located to engage the work serially along 
the margin of the sock lining. While such an arrange 
ment of work gripping and feeding clamps is desirable in 
operating upon a relatively ?exible sock lining with no 
platform sole attached, the vspan of the work support plate I _ 
along the line of work feed is so long that it prevents the 
upper of a shoe from assuming its proper curvature with 
relation, to a sock lining when a platform sole is attached 
thereto before sewing, the platform sole preventing the 
sock lining from assuming a sufficiently deformed shape 

‘ on the work support, thus forcing the upper‘of the shoe 
to assume most of the deformation required-in, bring— 
ing the edges of the parts into register below the level 
of the work support. , _ 

When an attempt is made to sew a high-arch slip 
lasted shoe for a right foot having an upper 14, a sock 
lining l6, and a pro-cut platform sole 18 attached to 
the sock lining on the Pearsall machine, the parts assume 
the positionsillustrated in Fig. 21, the broken outline 
indicating the ?at position of the platform sole and the 
full outline of the sole indicating its partially deformed 
position just before the sewing operations reach the in 
side curvature of the shank. When thissewing position 
is reached, it is apparent that the edge of the upper 14 
in advance of the needle diverges substantially from the 
line of the sock lining. As the sewing progresses, the 
edge of the upper is brought into register with the edge 
of the sock lining, the platform sole 18 being cut with 
a slightly smaller size than the sock lining so as to pro 
vide a sewing margin not over one-eighth of an inch in 
width. As the edges are brought into register substan 
tial deformation occurs and when the greatest curvature 

' is‘reached on the inside of‘ the shank, as indicated in 
' Figl22’, the greatest resistance to deformation is oifered, 

60 thespan of the work support plate 4 preventing the parts 
from assuming their. proper curvatures. As a result, the 
edges of the parts are excessively stressed; and distorted, 

> the sewing operation securing their edges together in a 
‘, progressively distorted relationship.‘ Fig. 22 shows the 
effect of distortion as it causes the platform to bulge at 
20, contraction wrinkles 22 being formed -(see Fig. 23) 
in'the underlying edge of‘ the upper while being. forced 
into‘ registerv with the iedge‘of the sock'lining. As *the 
sock lining‘is sewn to the upper the wrinkles in the upper 
are ?attened, but the platform sole is raised sui?ciently 
‘to cause partial separation from the sock lining. Also, 
the distortion wrinkles are permanently retained by the 
stitches. ‘ . 

The shoe resulting from such sewing operation is illus 
ytrated in Fig. 24 with a gaping relationship betweenlthe 



:sock rlining rand :;the platform ssole ; readily apparent. 
;-:When:. a lastrMgshown-irr Fig; 25 ,j; is .iusert’edginlthe shoe 
:ltheiwrinldesgn are igreatlytextended upwardly; from-:the 
.socksliningxto-prevent a'fclose ~?t with the‘ last. ~,So-me 
successshas been iobtainedwin removing :these ‘wrinkles 
‘:?‘ll'Ollgh; hot ironing-‘or.isteamingsbut, CQGF-tSgiO repair 
:them are not always successful and these efforts always 
increase, the time and expenseof shoe manufacture. 

In sewing ashoeforthe left-foot-azditferent formof 
~di?‘ieulty arises. ;.In.a left shoe it is the practice-to sew 
>thetinsideof.thctarch ?rst, theparts otherwise being pre 
sented inthe same manner to the sewingmachine. 

Referring tov Fig.26 when thezsewing operation reaches 
the .inside ofthe left shoe illustrated, su?icient distortion 
oftheparts occurs-to separate the sockliningpindicated 
,at‘25,.partially from the attached platform sole 26. form 
ing. a wrinkle 27 in thesoek lining de?ning the separated 
portion. The upper of the left shoe thus sewn is indi 
cated at v28. .As the sewing operation continues to corn— 
pletiontheparts are otherwise brought into shape, little 
or-no difficulty being‘ experienced with theseam along 
{the outside of the. shank where. less curvature occurs. 
.The outside appearance of the separatedportions of the 
sock lining and platform sole is shown in Fig. 27. For 
the-reason that the parts are- sewn in this relationship 
permanent distortion results in the completed shoe, neces 
sitating more or less adjustment or repair before subse 
quent operations. 

The work support post of the machine embodying the 
present invention has the gripping areatof its worken-v, 

1 gaging and clamping surfaces limited along, the margins 
of theparts operated upon to permit sewing a high-arch 
:shoe having a platform sole 29 (see Figs. 29, 30 and 31) 
‘attached, to its sock lining 30in such a way that/the 
stresses are equally. distributed throughout the registering ., 
edges without impartingexcessive loealdistortiomeither 
inlthesock lining or itsupper 31 during sewing, particu 
larlytalong the inside shoelshank. .Thevmachine also is 
equipped with all of the devices and clearance spaces 
needed for close margin slip-lasted shoe sewing with a 
lock stitchtseam including a shuttle, two alternatelyact 
ing work clamps engaging and gripping the edges of the 
shoe parts serially along the line of a seam being inserted 

@to, grip and feedthe parts, and forthis purposethe upper 
»_ end of the work support post is cut away to provide av 
stationary abutment of restricted surfacearea compris 
ing one member of one of the clamps with a horizontal 
surface engagingthe sewed section of the shoe parts 
formed with a span along the seam line beyond the needle 

gof less thancne-quarter of an inch and with an abrupt . 
I dropof a .depth- greater than the side height of the shoe 
upper at the endof the span beyond the needle to clear 
downwardly curving sections of the. shoe parts. F or pur 
poses of illustration the angle, from the-horizontal for 
;,the abrupt drop isshown to be substantially greater than 
45° ‘and preferably approaches 90°. By. this cut-away 
construction adownwardly curving section of the shoe 
upper'i’? is enabled to assume its natural shape while 
sewing along the inside shankof the shoe, as best shown 
in Figs. 3 and 29. It has-been found in‘ practice that 
a. span beyond the needle of greater than one-quarter of 
an inch in this direction obstructs. the proper curvature 
.of the parts, especiallywith‘feeding and nonfeeding al~ 
.ternately acting work clamps arranged serially along the 

, line.0f a seam being-inserted. . 

A further restriction in the area of the work engaged by 
the work clamps also is highly desirable. Since the sock 

. lining 30 seldomprojects beyond the platform sole more 
than one~eighth of an inch, the shoe gripping abutment 
attire-upper end of the post is formed with a shoe engag 
.»ing projection extending transversely of the seam line a 

1; distance vof less than .one;cighth.of,an inch‘ beyond the 
point of needle operation and also with an abrupt drop 

. to clear‘ downwardly. eurying- sectionsgofthe upper as it 
separates with; an; angular de?ection‘ from the sock lining 
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;..rwith- ahinge. action,aboutithe;istitch:sralreadrrinserted,5 as 
best; shown-in Big-:4- EH13 .transrerse. projection-of :the 
worksupporting surface on the post is-greater than one 
veighth of . an inch, de?ectiomof the upper and improper 
curvature ofthe, shoe lparts causes-‘excessive deformation 
and corresponding damage to the resultingshoe. ;With 
.a relatively. narrow sewing margin of .one-eighth of an 
mm between the edge ofthe sock lining and the platform 
sole, it .is essential for the grip of the .work clamps to 
extend at eitherside ofithe. seamline. "The bene?ts and 
advantages of a .work‘. engaging‘ abutment‘ formed. with. a 
restricted work. engagingisurface .both along the seam 
.lineand transversely thereof are- obtained' in the illus 
trated lock. stitch .post‘ type sewing machine .byiaiunique 
construction readily applicable to existing doubleclamp 
and feed machines withoutldetracting from other require 
ments of adiustability- and alinementofthe machine frame 
structure. 
The work‘ support post oft'theillustrated machine is 

constructed in a known manner with two vertical brackets 
32 and 39 mounted-for individual. adjustment in parallel 
side-by-side relation on the ?at bed portion 37 of the main 
machine frame. In accordance'with the-usual construc 
tion, the work support bracket‘32 is slidable adjustably 
in a rectangulargroove 34 extending transversely to the 
seam line and is secured in ?xed position along the‘groove 
by‘ screws 35 ‘extending through enlarged counterbored 
openings in‘the bed portion \37 and into threaded engage 
ment with the bracket 32 and an angle plate36 bolted 
to the vertical side of the bracket. When ‘the screws 35 
are loosened, the’ bracket~32 may be moved to bring the 
needle into the‘ desired relationship withthe work clamps 
vand with the transverse projection of the abutment se 
cured to ‘the upper, end of .the bracketi32. The shuttle 
bracket 39 is mounted ‘for similar attachment inthe 
rectangular groove'34 and is secured in adjusted‘ position 
by a pair of clamp screws 38; passing through counterbored 
openings in the bed plate and into threaded engagement 
with, a horizontal ?anged portion of the bracket. 
‘As in thesPearsall machine the work is gripped alter 

nately ?rst by a nonfeeding clamp and then by a feeding 
clamp arranged .to engage the sock lining and upper 
serially along. the seam line. The feeding clamp com 
prises a feed dog 40 mounted in the bracket‘ 32 and se 
cured to the upper end ofa vertical lever~42, a central 

. slot in which is engaged by a block44rpivotally mounted 
on a screw stud 46 threaded into the bracket 32 (see 
Figs. 1 and 6). The lower end of the feed lever 42 is 
pivotally connected with. a feed bar 47 having secured 
to it an actuating,.yoke4S, the yoke‘ portion of which 
surrounds an eccentric 5t) driven in unison with the opera 
tion of the stitch-‘forming devices and a horizontal arm 

_ of which is connected to an armof a lever 52 including 
a shaft-54 to which it is secured, the other arm of the 
lever beingactuated by mechanism timed to impart ‘the 
proper feeding movements to the work. The feed dog 40 
is constructed atits npper end with aneedle guiding open 
ing 56 ‘(see Fig. 10), which of necessity must be, accurately 
alined with thcneedle 2. Theadjustable mounting ofthe 
bracket 32 enables proper alinernent .to be obtained in 
spite of-manufacturinginequalities. ' 

The. shuttle bracket 39' is ordinarily 7the same height 
. as the work support and feed dog .bracket32 but ,is en 
tirely separate from it and carries bearings 53 (Fig. 4) for 
a vertical shuttle supporting shaft 60 to the upper end of 
which the shuttle, indicated at 62, is made fast. T he 
shuttle 62 has a beak 64, the pathrof which must be 
brought into intersection with-the thread carried by the 
necdleZ while the needle engages the work. Also the 
upper bearing 58 hasthreaded into it a screwstud 65 pass 
ing‘ loosely through’: arthread ; @886 engaging ?nger» 65 

' actuatedin 'timedjrelation with the rot-atipnjpf- the shuttle 
; to engage and disengage a thread case 68;;mounted-for 
1 relative rotation: inztheeshuttle- - 
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‘ The' improved work engaging abutmentof the present 

’ invention is applied to the upper ends of a pair of spaced 
vertical arms on the bracket 32 which are cut off shorter > 
at their upper ends than the shuttle bracket to receive , 
the abutment (see Figs. 6 and 8). The abutment is con 
structed as a V~shaped member 70 having its smaller end 
uppermost provided with a feed dog receiving slot 72 
(Fig. 7) and with inclined sides'forming abrupt drops 
surrounding the feed dog 40., Between ‘the lower‘ends of 
the inclined sides of the abutment is a strut portion 73 
connecting perforated enlarged lower ends of the abut 
ment for receiving a pair of clamp screws 74 entering into 
threaded relation with the upper ends of the vertical arms 
on the bracket 32. The rearmost vertical arm of the 
bracket 32 is not entirely cut away but includes a ver 
tically projecting spindle 76 (see Fig. 6) for a purpose 
to be described. . i 

The shuttle. supporting bracket 39 has a shuttle en 
closing portion at its upper end of the same dimension 
horizontally in the direction of the seam as the feed dog 
supporting bracket 32. In order to provide increased 
clearance spaces both in advance of and beyond the sew 
ing point in the machine for the sewed portions of the 
shoe parts and for the operator’s ?ngers in grasping the 
parts, the post is provided with vertically extending angu 
lar recesses 78 and 80 (see Figs. 2, 5 and 6) including 
abrupt drops at the forward and rear ends of the abut~ 

. ment of greater width transverse to. the seam line at the 
lower portion of the bracket 32 beneath the shuttle‘ than 
at the upper portion of the bracket 32 near the work 
engaging surface of the abutment. The additionaltrans 
verse width of the recessesv is accommodated below the 
shuttle and upper‘ bearing 58.‘ Enclosing the two post 
brackets 32 and 39 are a pair of side plates 79 ?tting the 
general con?guration of‘the brackets and secured along 
their edges to the shuttle bracket 32. > The rearward side 
plate 79 is supported at its upper end in-partby the spindle 
‘76 on the bracket 32 to prevent accidental‘ contact with 
the pointed beak of the shuttle 62. . 
While not as essential in avoiding excessive distortion 

in the manufacture of high-arch slip-lasted shoes as a 
short dimension of the work engaging abutment beyond 
the‘ sewing point of less than one-quarter of an inch, a 
similardimension in advance of the sewing point also is 
of assistance to enable the operator to guide the parts as 
close as possible to, the sewing point. Accordingly, the 
full length of the work engaging surface on the abutment 
along the seam line is made with a total dimension of less 
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than one-half of an inch. A supporting surface dimension ~ - 
of less than one-quarter of an inch in advance of the sew 
ing point is of advantage‘ in positioning the parts of a 
shoe with their edges in register throughout a-greater 
distance in advance of the sewing point than is possible 
without the short advance dimension. It is possible ac 
cordingly for the operator to deform the‘parts readily in 
advance of the sewing point to an extent equal to that 
beyond the sewing point and to provide space for the 
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operator’s ?ngers closer ‘to the sewing point than hereto- ,' “ 
‘fore available in this type of machine. v _ ‘ 
With the present construction of the ‘work engaging 

abutment member 70 (see Fig. 28) highlarch right shoe 
partsjare brought‘easily into conformity with smooth 

‘ curvatures and ‘without excessive distortion as" illustrated 
in Fig. 29 before the inside shank ofthe shoe is reached. " 

. The sewing operation may then be‘b‘ro'ught to completion 
'with uniformly desirable results. As illustrated in Fig, 30, 

60 

it is- evident ‘that the completedlshoei isfree from separa- , 
tions between its sock lining‘ and platform sole and ‘after 
application of the shoe to a last accurate conformity is 
insured. In sewing a left shoe composed .of a platform 
sole 81, a sock lining 82 and‘ an upper 83 (Fig. 31) the 
same bene?ts are obtained While operating along the 
inside of the arch. _ r v . 1 

To assist further in guiding the parts properly and to 
avoid the possibility of the platform sole in a shoe coming 
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into contact with the needle, the nonfeeding presser foot, 
indicated at 84, is provided with ahoriz‘ontal nib 85 (Fig. 
12) projecting transversely one side only from the line 
of the seam inserted by the needle, at a distance above 
the work clamping surface of the non-feeding foot and 
above“ the work engaging surface of the work support 
equal to the thickness of the platform sole. The edge of 
the platform sole is guided by engagement with the lower 
end of the presser foot 84. The nib holdsa portion along 
the margin of the platform sole adjacent to the guided 
edge in a horizontal position, causing the sole to bend a 
short distance from the edge (see Figs. ‘4 and 8). In this 
way flexure of the sock lining 82 at the edge of the plat 
form sole 81 is avoide‘d'and the needle is able to pass in 
close parallel relation to the edge of the sole without 
engaging it. 

For guiding the edge of the upper operated upon the 
illustrated machine is equipped with a yieldingly mounted 
upper gage 86 located at one side of the seam line and 
slidingly supported on the machine frame in a vertical 
guideway of a bracket 88. The bracket 88 has a vertical 
slot 90 (see Fig. 4) through which passes a stud 92 enter 
ing into threaded engagement with the edge gage. Be 
tween the upper end of the slot 90 and the stud 92 is a 
compression spring 94 acting yieldingly to press the edge 
gage in a downward direction toward the work supporting 
abutment. To limit the downward movement of the upper 
gage, the bracket has threaded into it a vertical stop screw 
95 arranged to engage the stud 90 in its lowermost posi 
tion. ' ' ‘ .I ' ‘ p ‘ 

For moving the upperfgag'e toward ‘and from the needle 
to v\vary the margin of‘ the‘ seam, the bracket 88 has a 
horizontal groove into which ?ts the rib of a mounting 
plate‘ 96 (see Figs. 3, '4, l4 and 15) secured to the over 
hanging arm‘of the machine frame by a‘pair- of clamp 

" screws 98?. The bracket 88 also has a vertical notch into 
which enters a collar 100 (see Fig. 14) on a thumb screw 
102, the thumb screw being threaded into a horizontal 
passage in the mounting plate 96. To‘ hold thebracket 
88 in position on the rib of the mounting plate 96 the 
bracket is slotted to receive a screw 103 threaded into the 
mounting plate. - 

The upper gage 86 is particularly effective when sawing 
a shoe upper ‘of the type illustrated in Fig. 11, having a 
binding strip .104 wrapped about its edge, which strip 
requires trimming at its'ends after the sewing operation 
is completed. , Where such binding strip is employed, it is 
necessary to sew the upper-to its sock lining before trim 
ming in order to‘ prevent accidental detachment of the 
ends of the binding strip during the sewing operation. 7 
Accordingly, the ends of the binding strip are left project 
ing at least one-half inch. , . 

- To enable passage of the projecting ends on the binding 
strip through the machine during sewing Without inter 
ference with, the ‘feeding movement,‘ the work engaging 
end of the upper gage 86 is. beveled in advance'of the 
sewing. point, as best shown in Figs. 11 and 15. Also the 
upper end of the work engaging abutment is-recessed at 

v 106 (see Figs. 7, Sand ‘9) .below its work engaging sur 
face. As the projecting end of a binding strip 194 ap- ‘ ’ 

. proaches the sewing point it is de?ected beneath the , 
. upperl'gage 86 and is received into the recess 106 to present _ ‘ ‘ 
..a ?rm ‘edge along the upper to the upper gage. If the‘ 
binding strip is of ‘excessive thickness, the upper‘ gage 
'Will yield upwardly a short distance,‘compressing the 
spring 90 to accommodate the excess. 
The serially arranged . and . alternately acting work 

clamps in the machine embodying the invention, comprise 
‘on the'one hand, the nonfeeding presser foot 84, which 
also ‘acts as a platform gage, and the upper surface of 
the abutment 70 in advance of the sewing point and in 
the line of the seam. On the'other hand, the work feeding 
clamp comprises the‘ feed foot 10'provided at its work 
engaging lower end with the needle guiding perforation. 
The needle assists also in the feeding movement while 
engaging the work, the‘work being gripped between the 
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.zfeed -;.f<.>ot;:10,> and-the. teed dog. 140 also: provided with a 
.needlessuidiusaperferation- Feeding movement..-is :thus 
,jimpartedto the. workbyithe combined actionofthe feed 
,foot, thefeed, dogandgthe-needle, all ofthe clamping and 
feeding. instruments contributing to providean arrange 
; ment capable of sewingthe partsiof a high-arch slip-lasted 
shoe with the stress divided equally betweenthesock 1in~ 
-.ing-_and.-upper. vVllhenusedto-sew. a shoe havinga plat 
.form_=_,sole»attached to the sock lining, the edges of the 
parts may be brought into registerywith each other with 
out-localized distortion tosuch an. extent as will cause 

1 ‘irregularities. in the resulting shoes. 
.In?orderpto regulategthe distance. between the ‘line of 

the seam insertedby .the.;maehine_ from the edge of. the 
pre-cut platform-sole: the. nonfeedingpresser ,foot 84, 
which acts as a platform gage, is constructed with an ad 
justment toenableit to movelaterally of the line of the 
seam. Referring-more particularly ‘to. Figs. 16 to 19 in 
clusive, the non-feeding footis rotatably mounted on a 
,yertical screw stud 1081hayinganenlarged portion pass 
ingthrough- the .presser .foot 84:into,a threaded passage 

. in. a; block- 110 secured. to :thenonfeeding .presser foot, bar 
in place of the presser, foot 84 described, above. The 
work; engaging and clamping-end of the. presser foot 84 
is capableof swinging .rnovementraboutr the screw stud 

1 108. ;To secure the presser foot 84 in clamped position, 
- it; hasan upstanding?angethrough which passesv a pair 
.of set screws 112 engaging a ?at surface._1l4 on the 
block. 1.10at either side ofthe screw study 108, one stud 
screw acting to move the presser foot in one direction 
and ‘the; other to move .-it in the other direction. When 
both, set screwsare tightened thepresser foot is secured 
in adjusted position. _ 

To assist insertion or removal of a shoe from the ma 
chine, especially where the upper has an edge binding 

,_(Figs.-11 and 12), projeeting'beyondits outer'edge, the 
- upper gage 86 is raisedas .theclamping presser foot 84 
is lifted ‘from vitswork clamping position. To this end 
the presser foot 84 has projecting :from its rearward edge 

. a-lug portion 116. disposedgbeneath a set screw.118v pro 

.vided .with a check nut 120 engaged with a lug. on. the 
upper gage 86. When the presser foot 85 is lifted,.,the 
lugv 116 engages the set screw 118 and the upper- gage 
.86 is raised against the force. ofits-spring 94. .Upon 
insertion of a newshoe ,in the machine, the upper gage 
:86 being raised, .no interference is met, inapplying the ‘ 
shoe, to the work engaging. abutment member 70 in a 
.position where :the ?rst‘ stitchwill be inserted in the 
_. binding strip. As the presser foot.84 is lowered to clamp 
the work, the upper gage 86 descendscwith it across the 50 
vedges of the shoe parts to de?ect the bindingstriplM 
downwardly into the position of Fig. 12. 
"While the improved machine described and illustrated 

is of advantage in sewing a high-arch slip-lasted shoe in 
which a platform sole .i'sattached to the sock lining be 
.fore sewing, the-machine also is extremely bene?cial in 
sewing slip-lasted shoes of- the ordinary type having no 
platform sole for guiding the seam. A bene?t in using 
.the machine with the ordinary type slip-lasted shoe lies 
in increased ease of presentingthe shoe to the machine 
and in ‘more accurately ?tting asewn shoe to a lasthon 
which it is to be .mounted after sewing. -.Also, with ,an 
ordinary type slip-lasted .shoe, ‘permanently distorted 
.shoes are substantially.-avoidedjand repair operationsito 
.correet excessive distortionare materially reduced. 

The nature and scope. of therinvention having been 
indicated and - an embodiment having been described, 
,what .is claimed is: 

1. A sewing-machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a. shoe upper andta sole, member member whileun 
supported by. a last, said machine having a vertical work 
.supportpost, lock_~._stitch..forming devices, including a 
-,v,er_tical straight.eye-pointedzneedle mounted, for. recipro 
pcation. toward and frompthexpost,¢a§shutt1e rotating about 
“an .axis extendinglengthwise. of the. post, in-a position 
t.where..eaeh-.,l_oop. carried by Ithe.;needle.is,.engaged by - 
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ntheshuttleaend.twoialternatelys acting ‘.wWQIfk clamps- ar 
;._ranged1,-serially along -_the..l.ine.. of .a seam, being .inserted 
.to_;griP.;and-_feed..the;.,shoe_parts, in combinationwith 
a: shoe. gripping abutmentat the upper end .of the post 

;5 ,.comprising,one member‘ of one of: the clampsand hav 
-.ing..a:horjzontal surfaceengaging the sewed section of 
tthehworkzbeyond the needle and being formed with a 
span along theseam linebeyond the needle ofless than 
zone-quarter ofan inch and with an abrupt drop of a 

10 depth, greater than-,theside height of ,the shoe upper at 
the end. of the, spanbeyond the needle to clear down 
wardly curving sections_.of.1the sewed shoe parts. 

‘2.. A sewing rnachineyfor?uniting the registering edges 
of ashoe, uppernand. a sole memberv while unsupported 

.15 by a‘ last, .said .machine having a vertical work support 
post, lock stitch "forming devices, including a vertical 
straight eye-pointed needle mounted for reciprocation to 
ward and from the post, a shuttle rotating about an 
axis extending lengthwise of the’ post in a position where 

.20 each loop carried by the needle is engaged bytheshuttle, 
and two alternately acting work clamps arranged serially 
along the line of a seam being inserted to grip and feed 
the, shoe parts, in combination with a shoe gripping abut 
mentat the ‘upper end of the post comprising one mem 

25‘ her-of- _one of the clampsyand-having a horizontal sur 
face engaging'the-sewed section of the work .beyondlthe 
needle-and being- formed» with a span along'the seam 
“line beyondthe needleof less than one-quarter .of Van 
~inch, with a-shoe engagingprojection extending trans 

30~versely~of~ the seam line a distance less than one-eighth 
' of arr-inch and-with-abrupt drops of'depths greater than 
-=the- side1=height~of the shoe upper at the ends .of the 
~ span‘and at-the edge-of the transverse projection to‘clear 
»'-downwardly curving. sections of the shoe parts both along 

: 35 1 the_:-seam=line and transversely thereto. 
13. A: sewing machine for- uniting the registering edges 

. of: a=1shoe..upper and a sole member while. unsupported 
:by..a:~.last, said machine havinga vertical work support 
-..post,.vlock.stitch forming devices, including a vertical 

v40 straight eye-pointed needle mounted for reciprocation 
ztoward and'from thepost, a shuttle rotating about an 
;.axis extending lengthwise of the post in a position where 
1 each loop carried by, theneedle is. engaged by the shuttle, 
;.and- two alternately acting work clamps arranged serially 

45 . along the lineofa seam being inserted to grip and feed 
= the shoe parts, in combination with a shoe gripping abut 
mentatithempper end‘ of the post comprising one mem 
;ber :of one;of' the clamps andhavinga horizontal sur 
xface:engaging._the sewed section of the work beyond 
;.the needle andbeing formed .Witha span along the seam 
--line beyondthe needle of less than one-quarter of an 
“inch, ¢with-..a: shoe engaging projection extending trans 
;v.ersely_ of thegseam line ;a.;distance less lthan-one-eighth 
pofqan inchrand with abrupt dropsof depths greater than 
the; sideheight-ofthe shoe upper at the ends of the span 
.and; atthe edge-of the, transverse projection to elearldown 
.wardly. curyingisections _of Qtheshoe parts both along 
;the seam lineand transversely thereto, said; post, being 
.cut awaytoform in the abutment an angular recess 

60 including the abrupt .drop, of .greater width transverse 
~to_l_t_he~seamj;line-.at the, lower portion of the post-be 
;neathytheshuttlethan.’ at :thepupper portion of the post 
.1near.,the~work engaging surface of the abutment. 

-.4. Azsewingzmachine foruniting the registering edges 
_-of ashoe upperand a sole member while unsupported by 

' .astitch last, said machine having a work support post, lock 
stitch forming devices, including a straight eye-pointed 
needle mounted for. reciprocation toward and from. the 
post,.a shuttle rotating about an axis extending lengthwise 

..,of thepostin aipositiqn where each loop. carried by the 
70 _1_1ee_dle_,is engaged‘ by the shuttle, and two alternately 

,actingwork clamps engaging the edgesof the shoe parts 
oseriallyualong?the. line of a seam;being inserted» to grip 
and-feed the ‘shoerparts, in combination with‘ a‘ stationary 
"abutment, atrthe. upper. end . .of the‘ post comprising I one 
member, of one of'theplarnpssaid abutmenthaving a 
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7 surface engaging thejsewe'd portion of the work both in 
. advance of and beyond the needle with a span along the 
seam line of less than one-half of an inch and with 
abrupt drops of depths greater than the side height of the 
shoefupper at the ends of the span to clear downwardly 
curving sections of the shoe parts. 

5. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported by 
a last, said machine having a work support post, lock 
stitch forming devices, including a straight eye-pointed 
needle mounted for reciprocation toward and from the 
post, a shuttle rotating about an axis extending lengthwise 
of’ the post in a position where each loop carried by the 
needle is engaged by the shuttle, and two alternately 
acting work clamps engaging the edges of the'shoe parts 
serially along the line of a seam being inserted to grip 
and feed the shoe parts, in combination with a‘stationary 
abutment at the upper end of the post comprising one 
vmember ‘of one of the clamps, said abutment having a 
surface engaging the sewed portion of the work both in 
advance of and beyond the needle with a span along the 
seam line of less than one-half of an inch, with a shoe 
engaging projection extending transversely of the seam 
line a distance of less than one-eighth of an inch and 
with abrupt drops greater than the side height of a shoe 
upper at the ends of the span and at the edge of the trans 
verse projection to clear downwardly curving sections of 
the shoe parts both along the seam line and'transversely 
thereto‘. , . ; . j i i > 

6. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported by 
a last, said machine having a work support post, lock 
stitch forming devices, including a straight eye-pointed 
needle mounted for reciprocation toward and from the 
post, a shuttle rotating about an axis extending lengthwise 
of the post in a position where each loop carried by the 
needle is engaged by the shuttle, .and two alternately 
acting work clamps engaging the edges of the shoe parts 

' serially along the line of a seam being inserted to grip‘ 
and feed the shoe parts, in combination with a stationary 
abutment at the upper end of the post comprising one 
member of one of the clamps, said abutment having a 
surface engaging the sewed portion of the work both in 
advance of and beyond the needle with a span along the 
seam line of less than one-half of an inch, with a shoe 
engaging projection extending transversely of the seam 
line a distance of less than one-eighth of an inch and 
with abrupt drops greater than the side height of a shoe 
upper at the ends of the span and at the edge of the trans 
verse projection to clear downwardly curving sections of 
the shoe parts both alonglthe seam line and transversely 
thereto, said post being cut away to form a drop at the 
end of the span beyond the sewing point in the machine 
with an angular recess of greater width transverse to the 
seam line at the lower portion of the post beneath the 
shuttle than at the upper portion. 

7. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported by 
a last, said machine having a work support post, lock 
stitch forming devices, including a straight eye-pointed 
needle mounted for reciprocation toward and from the 
post, a shuttle rotating about an axis extending lengthwise 
of the post in a position where each loop carried by the 
needle is, engaged by the shuttle, and two alternately 
acting work clamps engaging the edges of the shoe parts 
serially along the line of a seam being inserted to‘ grip» 
and feed the shoe parts, in combination with a stationary 
abutment at the upper end of the post comprising one 
member of one of the clamps, said abutment'having a 
surface engaging the sewed portion of the work both in 
advance of and beyond the needle with a span along the 
seam line of less than one-half of an inch, with a shoe 
engaging projection extending transversely of the seam 
line a distance of less than one-eighth of an inch and with 
abrupt drops greater than the side height of a shoe upper 
at the ends of the span and at the edge of the transverse ' 
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projection to clear downwardly curving sections of the 
‘shoe parts both along ‘theseam line and transversely 
thereto, said post being cut away to form vertically extend 
ing angular recesses of greater widths transverse to the 
seam line at the lower portion of the post beneath the 
shuttle than at the upper portion. ‘ ‘ 

8. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported by 
a last, said machine having a vertical work support post, 
lock stitch forming devices, including a vertical straight 
eye~pointed needle mounted for reciprocation toward and 
from the post, a shuttle rotating about an axis extending 
lengthwise of the post in a position where each loop 
carried by the needle is engaged by the shuttle, two-al 
ternately acting work clamps arranged serially along the 
line of the seam’ being inserted to grip and feed the shoe 
parts and separate individually adjustable brackets for the 
work support and shuttle, the work support bracket being 
cut o? shorter at its upper end than the shuttle bracket, 
in combination with a separate V-shaped work engaging 
abutment secured to the cutaway upper end of the work 
suport bracket, the smaller end of the V-shaped abut 
ment being uppermost and its lower spaced ends being 
secured to the upper end of the work support bracket. 

9. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported 
byv a last, said machine having a vertical work support 
post, lock stitch forming devices, including a vertical 
straight‘ eye-pointed needle mounted for reciprocation 
toward and from the post, a shuttle rotating about an 
axis‘ extending lengthwise of the post in a position where 
each loop carried by the needle is engaged by‘ the shuttle, 
two alternately acting work clamps arranged serially. 
along ‘the line of the seam‘ being inserted to grip and 
feed the shoe parts and separate individually adjustable 
brackets for the work support and shuttle, the work sup 
port bracket being cutoff shorter at its uper end than the 
shuttle bracket, in combination with a separate V-shaped 
work engaging abutment secured to the cutaway upper " 
end of the work support bracket, the smaller end of the 
V-shaped abutment being, uppermost and its lower spaced 
ends being secured to the upper end of the work sup 
port bracket, and a strut connecting the lower spaced ' 
ends ‘of the V-shaped abutment. . 

10. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a sole member while unsupported by 
a last, said machine having a vertical work support post, 
lock stitch forming devices, including a vertical straight 
eye-pointed needle mounted for reciprocation toward and 
from the post, a shuttle rotating about an axis extend 
ing lengthwise of the post in a position where each loop 
carried by the needle is engaged by the shuttle, two 
alternately acting work clamps arranged serially along 
the line of a seam being inserted to grip and feed the shoe 
parts, including a presser foot and a feed dog, and sepa 
rate individually adjustable brackets for the work sup 
port and shuttle, the work support bracket being cut 
o? shorter at its upper end than the shuttle bracket, in 
combination with a separate V-shaped, work engaging 
abutment secured to the upper end of the work support 
bracket, said abutment having its smaller end uppermost 
and itsvlower spaced ends connected to the work sup~ , 
port bracket, and a feed dog receiving slot in the upper 
smaller end of the abutment, said abutment having in 
clined sides forming abrupt drops surrounding the feed 
dog. 

‘11. A sewing machine for uniting the registering edges 
of a shoe upper and a‘sock lining to which is attached 
a ‘smaller-sized platform sole centered on the sock lining 
to provide projecting marginal edges, said shoe parts 
being unsupported by a last, said machine having a work 
support post, and lock stitch forming devices, including 
a vertical straight eye-pointed needle mounted for re 
ciprocation toward and from the post, in combination 
with a work clamp arranged to grip the shoe parts being 
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.. operated vppvon .alongithe, linesotithe seam inserte.d,,:com 
,prisipg ,a , presser, ‘foot. .for tsecuripg _ the,,marginal ,pro 
y-jeotingv edgepf, the. .socklining ‘against ,the work, ‘support 
and forming aplatforrn sole edge guide, said presser .foot 
qhavingashorizontal ~.nib_projecting transversely, atone 
side only from the line of the seaminserted by theineedle 

. a, distanceabove the. Work clamping‘surfaceof, said foot 
equaLto the ‘thickness, of the platform s'oleto hold :the 
,inarginalredgevoft thej platformsoleiin a horizontal, posi 
tioniand toscause the platform sole~to vbend a short 
.distancefrom its extreme edge, thereby. preventing?exure 

. of the sock lining at-the. edgetofjthe, platform sole. 
_ 12. A, shoedsewingirnachine: for,unitii_1g,the registering 

edges of a sock liningand .an upper, having’ an edge 
~ hindingr strip-projecting ,beyondnthe edges : of 'the .iipper, 
said rrnachinedhaving a WOrk. clamp including a Work 
supportuarrangedv togrip .the shoe: parts along-the ,line 
of the seam inserted and stitch ‘forming devicesincluding 
a vertical-straight eye-pointedneedle mounted-for re 
eiprocationtowardand from the work support, in com 

-,hination=.with» ‘aneuppengage‘located atone side of ,the 
seam<line and formed with a beveledworkengaging.end 
to de?ect beneath it theprOjecting end .of -,the binding 
strip as :the edge of the .shoe. upper approaches thesew 
ingspoint, and a springactinguonwthe upper, gagefor 

; pressing it yieldinglyr-toward the/.work silpportytoenahle 
the projecting end of arbindingastriprto be de?ected ‘be 

~ neath the iippergageias- the sewing; pointris approached, 
the .work support~ being. recessedv .below ,its ,work - engag 
ing surface opposite theiworkuengagingend of theupper 
“gage to'receive the binding-stripes it is 'de?ected- be 
neath the upper. gage. 
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13. A. shoesewing machine, for uniting, the, registering 

. edgesof avsock linipg and anppperhavingaan edgebind 
ing strip projecting beyonditheedgesnof the .ppper, said 
machinehaving a frame, a work clamp including. a .work 
support arranged. to, grip the shoepartsialongnthe line 
of the seam inserted, stitch. formingidevices.including 
.a vertical straight, eye¢pointed ,needlernountédf for re 

_ ciprocation “toward .and irom , ‘the »_ workwsupport, ., said 
,work clamp. also including apresser .footmovably mounted 
onthe frameltotclamprvand releasevthe work,ein combina 
tion with an upper, gage \locatedationesideof .the, seam 
line and; supported on the ma'chineirarne. formovement 
toward-‘and from the-work-support, means acting. yield 
ingly tov press ~the ‘upper, gagetoward ; the work support, 
and means, for raising the upper, gageuasvthepresser foot 
is lifted- from itswork clamping ,positioneornprisinga 
portion‘ of the presser, foot ,andhmeansscarried‘ by the 
upper gage engaged thereby when-thepresserioot isllifted 
to raise the upper gage from the work supportiforcon 
vient insertion, of the upper. 
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